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a liquid history.  Christy Campbell is the 
former defence correspondent for the Daily 
Telegraph.  His book, Phylloxera: how wine 
was saved for the world, is a surprisingly 
entertaining and interesting read - a must 
for wine fundis.  The ripening sun, Patricia 
Atkinson’s account of her trials and tribula-
tions as well as joys and success with her 
vineyard and wine-making in the Dordogne, 
is another enjoyable read.

A food-themed biography that comes 
highly recommended is Toast: the story of 
a boy’s hunger by the award-winning British 
cookery writer, Nigel Slater.  A noticeable 
publishing trend in the last few years has 
been the ‘memoir with recipes’.  There 
have been so many, but I will mention just 
a few here.  Marlena de Blasi’s two books 
about love and food and life in Italy are 
both charming reads.  A middle-aged writer 
and chef, she fell in love with and married a 
Venetian she barely knew.  Her departure 
from America and her life with Fernando 
in Italy is recounted in A thousand days in 
Venice: an unexpected romance and its 
sequel A thousand days in Tuscany: a bit-
tersweet adventure.  Other Italian books in 
this sub-genre are Patrizia Chen’s Rosemary 
and bitter oranges: growing up in a Tuscan 
kitchen and Mary Contini’s Dear Francesca: 
an Italian journey of recipes recounted with 
love, a delightful book about food, family and 
their Italian heritage which she wrote for 
her daughter.  French food writer Colette 
Rossant has written two enjoyable memoirs 
with recipes.  Apricots on the Nile is about 
growing up in Cairo and Return to Paris 
picks up after her return to France in 1947.  
We have not yet seen the third volume 
which recounts her experiences as a newly-
wed immigrant in New York in the 1960s 
and 70s.

South Africa has its share of recent mem-
oir-and-recipes titles too.  From the table 
of my memory is written by Durban-born 
Urmila Jithoo who now lives in Cape Town 
after spending 22 years in America where 
she worked in a Manhattan gourmet food 
store.  There is also Zuretha Roos’s The saf-
fron pear tree, and other kitchen memories 
and Take 40 fresh crayfish by Johannesburg-
born John Coulton.  Eve Palmer’s Return to 
Camdeboo: a century’s Karoo foods and 
flavours has been around for some time 
but for anyone who has not read it there’s a 
delight in store.  Camdeboo Karoo veni-
son and West Coast cookbook are two 
excellent examples of regional South African 
cookbooks.

A number of local titles have won interna-
tional awards recently including the delightful 
Fig jam and foxtrot which won a World 

Gourmand Award for Best Cookbook 
Illustration.  Local artist and newspaper 
cartoonist, Tony Grogan, illustrated both 
it and its sequel, Return to Corriebush.  
The author, Lynn Bedford Hall, grew up 
in a small Karoo town where everyone 
knew everyone else’s business.  She uses 
her memories of small-town life and 
her experience as a food columnist and 
amateur cook to good effect in both these 
books where she intersperses recipes 
with fictional stories about the people in 
the town of Corriebush.  Attractive and 
entertaining, these are lovely books and 
would make ideal gifts.  Her choice of 
including a dance and jam in her title obvi-
ously harks back to another memorable 
South African book, Quadrilles and konfyt, 
an account of the life of Cape cookery 
writer, Hildagonda Duckitt, which also 
includes her private journal.  More about 
Duckitt and other food writers (including 
Mrs Beeton and C Louis Leipoldt) can be 
found in former book selector, Cecily van 
Gend’s Between the lines columns in the 
March/April and May/June 2002 issues of 
the CL.  We have recently purchased The 
short life & long times of Mrs Beeton, a 
biography by Kathryn Hughes, and new 
editions of some of Leipoldt’s books about 
food and wine.  One can learn more 
about local food and cookery books in a 
welcome new publication, Die geskiede-
nis van Boerekos 1652-1806 by HW 
Claassens.  Being a shortened version of 
his doctoral thesis, this is a scholarly work 
unlikely to have wide popular appeal, but 
I would recommend it to anyone really 
interested in the history and development 
of South African cuisine. 

I’ll end off with a rather expensive book 
that I liked so much that I bought a copy 
for myself.  Theuns Botha, the regional 
librarian for Oudtshoorn, was impressed 
enough to buy it as a gift for his trainee-
chef son.  McGee on food & cooking: an 
encyclopedia of kitchen science, history 
and culture is something of a classic, hav-
ing first been published over 20 years ago.  
It is a fascinating book to dip into, full of 
fascinating bits of information.

I hope readers will find something to 
their taste in the accompanying booklist. 
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